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MicroRNA Expression Pattern of Undifferentiated and
Differentiated Human Embryonic Stem Cells
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Many of the currently established human embryonic stem (hES) cell lines have been characterized
extensively in terms of their gene expression profiles and genetic stability in culture. Recent stud-
ies have indicated that microRNAs (miRNAs), a class of noncoding small RNAs that participate in
the regulation of gene expression, may playa key role in stem cell self-renewal and differentiation.
Using both microarrays and quantitative PCR, we report here the differences in miRNA expression
between undifferentiated hES cells and their corresponding differentiated cells that underwent
differentiation in vitro over a period of 2 weeks. Our results confirm the identity of a signature
miRNA profile in pluripotent cells, comprising a small subset of differentially expressed miRNAs
in hES cells. Examining both mRNA and miRNA profiles under multiple conditions using cross-
correlation, we find clusters of miRNAs grouped with specific, biologically interpretable mRNAs.
We identify patterns of expression in the progression from hES cells to differentiated cells that sug-
gest a role for selected miRNAs in maintenance of the undifferentiated, pluripotent state. Profiling
of the hES cell ''miRNA-orne'' provides an insight into molecules that control cellular differentia-
tion and maintenance of the pluripotent state, findings that have broad implications in development,
homeostasis, arid human disease states.

EMBRYONIC STEM (ES) CELLS share several unique fea-
tures, including unlimited self-renewal and the abil-

ity to differentiate into any of the three embryonal lin-
eages-ectoderm, endoderm, and mesoderm. For the cell
fate decision to be made in response to internal and/or
niche-specific signals, a complex set of dynamic feed-
back loops and cross-regulation of pathways is required
(l ,2). In addition to feedback loops, regulation by methy-
lation of CPG islands has been proposed (3,4). This is
critical in X chromosome inactivation and imprinting of
specific gene loci, and it may be important in regulating
expression ofES cell-specific genes (5,6). Additional mi-

croRNA (miRNA)-directed regulatory pathways have
been proposed including those regulating the timing of
differentiation. None of these pathways has been ex-
plored rigorously, although a recent convergence of tech-
nologies allowing isolation of sufficient amounts of pu-
rified cells for analysis and various large-scale analytical
methods have made these types of studies more feasible.

For instance, hES cells can now be maintained in
feeder-independent cultures in an undifferentiated state
and be used to obtain robust differentiation via the addi-
tion of exogenous reagents to the culture media (7,8). Al-
though cell culture techniques and media additives have
contributed much to our knowledge of stem cell differ-
entiation and maintenance of pluripotency, significant
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work needs to be done to understand the molecular mech-
anisms involved in these processes. Global mRNA ex-
pression and methylation profiling of various hES cell lines
have been well characterized (3,9-14). More recently,
miRNA expression in stem cells has been shown to differ
significantly from other cell types tested to date (15-17).

miRNAs are short (20- to 24-nucleotide), noncoding
RNAs that have been identified in various organisms in-
cluding mammalian cells. The sequence of most miRNAs
are highly conserved across species, with nearly 90% of
the currently sequenced human miRNAs identical to
mouse and rat and at least 30% homologous to miRNAs
from Caenorhabditis elegans (18). miRNAs are thought
to regulate gene expression negatively by direct mRNA
cleavage (19-23), mRNA decay by deadenylation
(24,25), or translational repression (26). To complicate
the specific mapping of miRNA binding sites in the tran-
scriptome, it has been determined that, at least in animal
cells, translational repression occurs by annealing of
miRNA to mRNA at sites with imperfect complemen-
tarity (27). Due to this complexity and the lack of a clear
understanding of the mode of action of miRNA function,
the identification of target mRNAs regulated by miRNA
has been difficult (2~). Nevertheless, the importance of
miRNA in several biological processes such as cell
growth and apoptosis (29), viral infection (30), and hu-
man cancer (31-33) is well documented. On the basis of
several studies, it has been suggested that miRNAs reg-
ulate gene expression of more than 30% of protein-cod-
ing genes in humans (34). The role of miRNA-mediated
regulation of stem cell division (35), as well as adipocyte
(36), cardiac (37), neural (28,38) and hematopoietic lin-
eage differentiation (21,39) is well known. More recently,
a unique set of miRNAs has been shown to be associated
with mouse ES cells and embryoid body (EB) formation
(15,17,40--42). Using northern blot analysis and cloning,
several miRNAs were identified in hES cells, of which
several were identical to miRNAs previously reported in
mouse ESCs (16). Consistent with this observation, a
mouse ES cell knockout lacking Dicer (40) and DGC8
(43), two key processing enzymes in miRNA biosynthe-
sis, exhibit a failure to undergo differentiation, further
implicating their importance as key regulators during this
process.

Methods for gene expression analysis have been avail-
able for some time and are now widely used in the field.
Recently, tools for systematic analysis of epigenetic
changes in cells have become available, opening the door
for broad-scale analysis on another level of transcrip-
tional and translational regulation. In this study, NCode™
miRNA arrays (44) and quantitative PCR were used to
analyze miRNA profiles of various hES cell lines and
their differentiated cells derivatives. We show here that
although there are some informative variations in the

miRNA profiles between hES cell lines, there are also
several markers that are highly expressed across all hES
cell lines tested in this study. Furthermore, as these cells
differentiate, the miRNA profiles change significantly.
Using a semiquantitative assay, miRNA copy numbers
were estimated across pluripotent hES cells, differentiat-
ing cells, and adult human brain, a representative sample
of terminally differentiated adult tissue. Finally, gene ex-
pression and miRNA expression were correlated to iden-
tify potential regulators of key pluripotent genes. The
results of this study will form the basis for further per-
turbation studies to study epigenetic regulation of
miRNA to determine stem cell fate.

hES cells lines CyT25 and CyT203, cultured and dif-
ferentiated as previously described (45), were kindly pro-
vided by Melissa Carpenter, Novocell. hES cells lines
(HES2, HES3, and HES4) were from ES Cell International
(http://stemcells.nih.govlresearch/registry/esci.asp) at pas-
sage numbers ranging between 75 and 125 and with a
normal karyotype; they were cultured and differentiated
as described previously (46,47). In short, hES cells were
cultured on a mitotically inactive in-house-derived mouse
embryonic fibroblast (MEF) feeder layer using gelatin-
(Sigma) coated culture dishes (Falcon). Culture medium
was changed daily and was composed of Dulbecco's
modified Eagle medium (DMEM; with or without glu-
cose and sodium pyruvate respectively; Invitrogen), sup-
plemented with 20% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 0.1 mM
,B-mercaptoethanol (Invitrogen), 1% nonessential amino
acids (Invitrogen), 2 mM L-glutamine (Invitrogen), 1%
insulin-transferrin-selenium (Invitrogen), and 50 IU/ml
penicillin and 50 ,ug/ml streptomycin (Invitrogen). Cells
were subcultured every 7 days by mechanical microdis-
section. For differentiation, cells were washed once with
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and treated with colla-
genase IV (1 mg/ml) for 3--4 min at 3rc. Collagenase
was replaced by serum-free (SF) medium [DMEM medium
supplemented with 1% minimum essential medium
(MEM) nonessential amino acids, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1X
ITS, 0.1 mM ,B-mercaptoethanol, and penicillin/strepto-
mycin], and culture plates were scored with a 1O-,u1
pipette tip (Eppendorf). The entire adherent cell layer was
scraped off using a cell scraper (Iwaki) and the cell sus-
pension transferred to a 50-ml tube (Falcon) and allowed
to settle. The cell pellet was then resuspended in fresh
SF medium and briefly triturated before an equal volume
of cell suspension was transferred to ultra low attachment
six-well plates (Costar). Medium changes of EBs were



performed every 3 days for a period of 12 days prior to
harvesting EBs for analysis.

The culture and maintenance of BGOl V and hUES
cells were as described earlier (48). Briefly, BGOIV cells
from BresaGen Inc. (San Diego, CA; http://www.
novocell.com) were routinely passaged on CF1-inacti-
vated MEFs in DMEMIF12 media containing 15% FBS
and 5% Knockout Serum Replacement (Invitrogen), glu-
tamine, nonessential amino acids, .B-mercaptoethanol and
4 ng/ml basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF). Cells were
replenished with fresh medium daily, and cells were pas-
saged every 4-5 days using collagenase IV. HUES lines
HUES 20 and HUES21, obtained from Harvard Univer-
sity, were cultured as instructed (https://www.mcb.
harvard.edu/melton/hues), and cell pellets were provided
by Jonathan Auerbach (Global Stem, USA).

Ntera2 cl D 1 cells were obtained from the American
Type Culture Collection (ATCC) (ATCC CRL-1973),
and 2102Ep was provided by Peter W. Andrews
(Sheffield, UK). Cells were grown under high density in
tissue culture dishes in growth medium containing
DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS. The growth
medium was changed daily, and cells were passaged
every 3--4 days by gently scraping the cells off the dish.

Total RNA was isolated using Trizol Reagent (lnvitro-
gen) according to manufacturer's instructions. Contami-
nating genomic DNA was removed from the isolated RNA
by treatment with amplification-grade DNase I (Invitrogen)
for 2 h at 3rc. RNA was precipitated and quantified spec-
trophotometrically, and its purity was assessed by elec-
trophoresis on a 15% Nupage urea-TBE gel (lnvitrogen).

For Illumina BeadArray, total RNA was amplified and
labeled as reported earlier (II). Labeled, amplified ma-
terial (~700 ng per array) was hybridized to the Illumina
HumanRef-8 v2 BeadChip according to the manufac-
turer's instructions (containing >22,000 probes based on
the Human RefSeq database, Illumina, Inc., San Diego,
CA). Array data processing and analysis was performed
using Illumina BeadStudio software.

miRNA was isolated from Trizol-extracted total RNA
using Purelink miRNA Isolation Kit (Invitrogen) ac-
cording to recommended protocol. The amount of
miRNA was quantified spectrophotometrically, and its
purity was assessed by electrophoresis on a 15% Nupage
urea-TBE gel (Invitrogen).

To compare global miRNA expression between hES
cells and their EB, a heterotypic dye swap experiment
was carried out using the NCode™ miRNA array. Five
hundred nanograms of the enriched miRNA was labeled
with the Ncode™ direct labeling system and hybridized
to replicate NCode™ multispecies miRNA arrays (44) as
described earlier (48). Briefly, hES cell miRNA fraction
was labeled with Alexa 3 dye (green) and the corre-
sponding differentiated cell miRNA fraction was labeled
with Alexa 5 (red). A second slide reversed the dyes, with
hES cells labeled with Alexa 5 (red) and the differenti-
ated sample with Alexa3 (green). Because the miRNA
probes are printed in duplicate on the NCode array, a to-
tal of four data points for each miRNA can be obtained
with minimal sample and slides. The identified markers
were subsequently validated by the more sensitive and
quantitative method of miRNA quantitative PCR using
the unamplified total RNA from all the five hES cells
and their differentiated cells.

Quantitative PCR was performed on unamplified total
RNA using the NCode™ quantitative PCR kit (Invitro-
gen) as described earlier (49). The differences in miRNA
expression between samples were determined using the
relative quantification method. Briefly, the Ct values of
the samples were normalized to the Ct values of glycer-
aldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), a
housekeeping gene. The resulting values were further
normalized to 2102Ep human embryonic carcinoma cells,
which were used as a reference cell line. The fold dif-
ference in gene expression of the sample from the refer-
ence 2102Ep cells was calculated using the equation
2-MCt. To assign miRNA copy numbers, a standard
curve was generated from a pure synthetic template di-
luted over several logs. The Ct values of the reference
2102Ep cell line were converted to copy number based
on fold differences of each miRNA obtained using the
relative quantification method. Therefore, the copy num-
ber generated is a relative approximation and not absolute
numbers.

Samples of hES cell cultures were classified a priori
into three biological groups-ES cells, differentiated ES
cells (EB), or embryonic carcinoma (EC) cells. Illumina
data were quantile normalized (50) and filtered for genes
with a detection threshold of at least 0.99 under one or
more conditions. NCode and Illumina array data were
normalized and correcte>! for experimental effects using



a linear model (51). Briefly, the following linear model
was fit to the log-expression profile of each gene:

Yijkg= /.L + Ai + Dj + Vk + Gg + AGig + VGkg+ Bijkg

where A, D, V, and G represent the additive effect of the
ith array, lh dye, kth biological group, and gth gene, re-
spectively; AG represents the combinatorial effect of the
ith array with the gth gene, effectively modeling any chip
or spot artifacts; Bijkgdescribes the random error associ-
ated with each measurement; and VG represents the com-
binatorial effect of the k1h biological group with the gth

gene. This last effect, VG, is used to interpret any gene
expression differences between the biological groups. All
additive effects were estimated via least squares. An F-
test was performed on the modeled data, with or without
VGkgeffects, to select differentially expressed genes. The
p values were obtained via bootstrapping and adjusted
for multiple comparisons using the Benjamini-Hochberg
method (52), with a tolerated false discovery rate of 5%.
The miRNNmRNA data were examined jointly by com-
puting pairwise correlations between the estimated VGkg

effect profiles. Heat map displays were constructed from
these correlation matrices using the heatmap.2 function
from the gplots library in the statistical software R
(http://www.r-project.org). Target predictions were iden-
tified from a downloaded database of RNA22 predictions
(53) using ENSEMBL transcript identifiers to link Illu-
mina probes as predicted miRNA targets.

Global mRNA expression profiles of
ES cells and EBs

As a first step, we sought to characterize the hES cell
lines and their differentiated cells used in the study. Gene
expression analysis was carried out using Illumina bead
array as described previously (54). Prior to consideration
of the data, the quality of each array was confirmed by
comparing the signal intensity distribution obtained for
each sample. The entire set of gene expression data and
a table showing the signal intensity distribution is pro-
vided in Supplementary Table 1 (accessible at http://
cord.rutgers.edu/appendix/Supplemental_ Table_l.xls).
Samples were then compared pairwise by creating a scat-
ter plot of expressed genes with a detection level greater
than 0.99. Pairwise comparison of two samples with a
correlation coefficient (R2) value closer to 1.0 indicates
similarity in transcript expression between the two cell
types whereas a variation of transcript expression by over
two-fold is reflected by a lower correlation value. For ex-
ample, the R2 value between the two hES cell lines CyT25
and CyT203 is 0.938 (Fig. 1A). This value is however
decreased 0.839 when the hES cell line CyT203 is com-

pared to its corresponding differentiated cells (Fig. 1B).
A similar decrease in the correlation value is observed
for all the five hES cells upon differentiation indicating
a change in the expression level of a significant number
of transcripts between hES cells and their corresponding
differentiated cells (not shown). It is interesting to note
here that HES2, HES3, and HES4 show a correlation R2

value close to 1. However, the R2 value between HES2
and CyT203 is 0.858, indicating that the HES lines are
more similar to each other than compared to CyT203.
This may be largely due to cell culture conditions be-
cause the cell maintenance and differentiation protocols
were different for these two sets of samples. Neverthe-
less, comparison of the ES cells with their correspond-
ing differentiated cells does indicate a change in tran-
script expression reflected by the decrease in the
correlation (R2) value. On the basis of global gene ex-
pression profiles, the relatedness of samples is plotted as
a dendrogram (Fig. 1C).

Although there is some variation in the gene expression
profiles between different hES cells lines, there are sets of
genes that are known to be regulated during the very early
stages of differentiation. To confirm uniform differentia-
tion of all the hES cells lines used in this study, the ex-
pression levels (expressed as arbitrary signal units) of
pluripotency markers [Oct4 (POU5Fl), Nanog, Rex 1
(ZFP42), UTF1 and TDGF1] and markers for general
differentiation [HAND 1, AFP and OTX I; specific for
mesoderm, endoderm and ectoderm, respectively] (54)
were measured. The expression of Oct-4 decreased after
differentiation more prominently (> 100-fold) for HES2,
HES3, and HES4 compared to CyT25 and CyT203 (2- to
3-fold). Consequently, an increase in the signal for the dif-
ferentiation markers is apparent in differentiated cells rel-
ative to the parent hES cells line (Table 1). The decrease
in pluripotency-associated genes together with an increase
in general differentiation marker expression indicates dif-
ferentiation of all the hES cell lines after differentiation.

Global miRNA expression profiles of
ES cells and EBs

The expression profiles of 55 human miRNAs deter-
mined to be significantly regulated between ES, EB, and
EC biological groups are sufficient to separate samples
into biologically interpretable groups (Fig. 2). Biological
replicates are appropriately grouped to indicate technical
proficiency. Interestingly, in contrast to the relationships
deduced from mRNA expression profiles, the CyT25 and
CyT203 samples are interdispersed among the hES cell
samples, suggesting a closer relationship to the ES cells
when comparing miRNA profiles across all cell samples,
including carcinomas (Ntera and 2102Ep samples). The
differences between the differentiated CyT25 samples
and the undifferentiated CyT25 samples are less drastic



than those observed between the undifferentiated and dif-
ferentiated CyT203. Ntera2 and 2102Ep samples, while
both classified in this study as EC cells, cluster with dis-
tinct subsets of the ES group, suggesting that miRNA
profiles classify samples on the basis of an unexpected
relatedness between these cell types.

Select miRNAs or groups of miRNAs can readily be
identified within the significance list, and their relation-
ships among samples illustrate several interpretations. For
example, miR-17 cluster members (33) appear to be en-
riched in Ntera2 and differentiated EB samples, as well as
select ES samples, suggesting they may be further along
the differentiation path. miR-302, a previously described

ES cell-specific marker (15,16), appears enriched in all
samples, although slightly less so in the Ntera2 group. let-
7 family members are more highly enriched in all of the
HUES samples as well as the BGOVI. miR-2l, a miRNA
previously associated with tumorigenesis (55,56) is ele-
vated in Ntera2, BGOVl, and HUES20 cell lines. miR-9,
a miRNA associated with the neuronal phenotype (57), is
elevated in the Ntera2 cell line. In several other cases, tis-
sue-specific/enriched miRNAs are restricted to subsets of
ESIEBIEC cell types. Clearly, miRNA expression patterns
are informative and allow a novel classification of sam-
ples using this set of parameters.

The entire NCode miRNA expression data and signal in-
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FIG. 1. Representative global mRNA expression profiles of hES cells and differentiated cells. Total RNA isolated from the
three hES cells cell lines HES2, HES3, and HES4 and their corresponding cells after 12 days of differentiation were used for
mRNA expression analysis using the Illumina bead array. Data were analyzed using Bead Studio software, and data points rep-
resenting greater than a 0.99 detection threshold are represented as points in the scatter plot. Points lying outside the lines rep-
resent genes with greater than two-fold difference and R2 value closer to 1 suggest similar gene expression pattern. (A) Com-
parison of global gene expression between two hES cells lines CyT25 and CyT203 with a correlation (R2) value of 0.938. (B)
Comparison of global gene expression between CyT203 and its CyT203-differentiated cell for 2 weeks with a correlation (R2)

value of 0.839. (C) Dendrogram showing relatedness in global gene expression of the hES cells and differentiated samples.
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TABLE1. SIGNALINTENSITYOF KEy PLURIPOTENTANDDIFFERENTIATIONMARKERSIN ES CELLS
ANDDrFFERENTIATEDCELLSSAMPLESOBTAINEDONILLUMINAGENEANALYSISCHIP

hES cells Differentiated cells

Specificity Genes CynS Cyn03 ES2 ES3 ES3 CynS-Diff Cyn03-Diff ES2-Diff ES3-Diff ES3-Diff

Pluripotent POUSFI 701 763 408 486 369 343 480 36 5 8
NANOG 89 133 141 158 66 75 107 -12 -13 5
ZFP42 2,048 2,715 1,168 1,218 2 925 950 144 141 27
UTFI 1,208 1,880 614 402 362 117 134 38 38 31
TDGFI 8,387 10,858 5,967 5,390 5,767 10,881 9,530 92 63 64

Differentiation HAND 1 158 217 138 3,017 27 1,233 1,748 15,147 11,743 3,206
AFP 297 83 187 292 148 714 684 27,189 22,294 9,497
OTXl -1 11 20 12 2 17 31 292 143 168

The intensity, represented as arbitrary units, is represented in bold when the value is greater between ESC and their corre-
sponding EB.

tensity distribution is provided as Supplementary Table 2
(accessible at http://cord.rutgers.edu/appendixiSupplemen-
tal_Table_2.xls). To quantitatively measure the differ-
ences in the miRNA levels between ES and EB samples
further, a list of miRNA candidates differentially ex-
pressed between ES and EB (with p values less than 0.02)
along with markers expressed similarly in ES and EB and
earlier reported miRNAs associated with hES cells (16)
were chosen for further validation by quantitative PCR
of all the five hES cells samples and their corresponding
EBs.

miRNAs expression between hES cells and
differentiated cells

To determine if a subset of significantly regulated
miRNAs are useful to classify hES cells and their dif-
ferentiated products, we assayed three new hES cells
preparations (ES2, ES3, and ES4) by quantitative PCR.
Analysis of the chosen group of miRNAs differentially
expressed between the three hES cells lines and their
corresponding differentiated cells was carried out us-
ing total cellular RNA fractions. Because no specific
miRNAs have been identified to be expressed at con-

sistent levels across all cell lines (i.e., potential house-
keeping miRNAs), miRNA quantitative PCR values in
this study were normalized to the GAPDH mRNA tran-
script. These values were further normalized to miRNA
levels in reference to the nullipotent human EC line
2102Ep (48). We chose this cell line to serve as a ref-
erence standard for pluripotent cells to allow for nor-
malization between data sets obtained during multiple
quantitative PCR runs (Supplementary Table 3, http://
cord.rutgers .edu/ appendix/S upplemental_ Table _3 .xls).
Data are presented as a heat map of the fold change
relative to 2102Ep cells with higher expression levels
represented as red and lower expression levels repre-
sented as green (Fig. 3). With the three newly tested
ES lines (ES2, ES3, and ES4), the selected miRNAs
correctly cluster the samples by differentiation status.
The CyT25 and CyT203 ES and EB samples were also
clustered by cell phenotype. The quantitative PCR
miRNA expression patterns correctly distinguished ES
from EB states for each cell line.

Whereas relative expression values provide a clear
indication of differential expression, the absolute level
of expression (copy number) of each miRNA itself is
a more useful measure of miRNA concentration dif-

.-
FIG. 2. Representative global miRNA expression heat map of hES cells and differentiated cells (day 12). Significantly regulated
miRNAs were examined for expression levels in all samples by drawing a hierarchically clustered heat map with associated dendro-
grams. Colors represent log2 expression values as depicted in the color key (inset). In general, technical replicates clustered together
tightly as expected. The two embryonic carcinoma (Ee) lines (Ntera and 2102Ep) cluster with distinct ES cell lines, suggesting that
miRNAs identify a range of cell phenotypes, potentially including the potential for tumorigenesis and/or differentiation.

FIG. 3. Heat map of miRNA expression in hES cells and their corresponding differentiated cells. Quantitative PCR of statis-
tically significant miRNA candidates was performed on three independent hES cells lines and their corresponding differentiated
cells. Expression of miRNA relative to the reference 2102Ep human EC cell line was determined and the IOg2fold change de-
picted as a heat map with red representing higher and green lower levels of miRNA relative to the reference 2102Ep cell line
(see color key, inset). Results were scaled by row (sample) and represented as the Z-score. Results confirm the ability to distin-
guish ES cells from their differentiated EB samples using this limited set of miRNAs.
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FIG. 4. Classification of differentially expressed markers between hES cells, differentiated cells and adult tissue (human brain).
Relative expression of miRNAs compared to the standard 2102Ep control cells was calculated as fold change as described in
Materials and Methods. A standard curve of a pure f3Act fragment generated over 7 logs was used to deduce the copy number
of miRNA in 2102Ep cells based on Ct values. These values were then used to determine the relative copy numbers in other sam-
ples using fold change values. (A) miRNAs highly expressed in hES cells decline with differentiation and are absent or present
in very low levels in adult tissue. (B) miRNAs highly expressed in hES cells decline with differentiation and are present in rel-
atively low levels in adult tissue. (C) miRNAs expressed in both hES cells and adult tissue with increasing levels in differenti-
ated cells. Only miR-17 was significantly regulated, but two other members of the miR-17 cluster (33) were assayed for com-
parison. (D) mjRNAs with relatively low expression in hES cells and differentiated cells compared to terminally differentiated
adult tissue. (E) miRNAs expressed at comparable levels in hES cells, differentiated cells, and adult tissue.



ferences between multiple samples. Therefore, the fold
change values for hES cells and differentiated samples
were converted to copy numbers to reflect the abun-
dance of candidate miRNAs in each sample. miRNA
copy numbers were generated using a standard curve
of a known miRNA and compared the miRNA quanti-
tative PCR values from the 2102Ep sample against this
standard. The fold-change (from 2102Ep) values of all
cell-specific miRNA were then converted to approxi-
mate copy numbers by multiplication against the copy
number value of each miRNA measured in the 2102Ep
sample. Adult human brain tissue was included in the
analysis as a representative of a terminally differenti-
ated cell type.

Findings from this calculation show that the pattern of
several miRNA was consistent across the undifferenti-
ated ESC and differentiated cell sample pairs. The aver-
age copy number of selected miRNAs in the hES cell
lines, their corresponding differentiated cells, and adult
tissue is shown as a plot in Fig. 4 with the error bars rep-
resenting the standard deviation between the samples. On
the basis of miRNA expression differences between hES
cells, differentiated cells, and adult tissue, candidate miR-
NAs can be divided into four main groups (Table 2). The
first group of miRNA is highly expressed in hES cells
with expression levels decreasing after differentiation and
being undetectable in adult brain tissue (Fig. 4A). miRNAs
in this group (302a, 302d, 371, 372, and 200c) have been
reported to be associated with ES cells and EC cells in
previous studies (15,16). A class of miRNAs under the
first group is present at very high levels in hES cells with
lower levels of expression in differentiated cells and adult
tissue (Fig. 4B). In this group, a significant decrease in
miR2l, 222, 296, and 494 was noted changing from hES
cells to differentiated cells. These miRNAs, while pres-
ent, are significantly lower in adult tissue compared to
hES cells and differentiated samples. In the second group,
miRNAs are consistently expressed at higher levels in
differentiated cells when compared with ES cells or adult
tissue (Fig. 4C). Three miRNAs from a genomic cluster
(33), 17M, 92 and 93, fall under this category, which may
be indicative that these miRNAs play a role during the

differentiation process. The third group of miRNAs is ex-
pressed at relatively low levels in hES cells and differ-
entiated cells, but has increased expression in the adult
brain tissue control. (Fig. 4D). Interestingly, LeOa, which
is thought to be rare in pluripotent cells, was detected at
varying levels in all the hES cells and differentiated cells.
However, the level of Let -7 expression in hES cells was
3 logs lower than the adult tissue control. A fourth group
consisting of miRNAs, such as miR16, 134, 246, and
30a_5p, was found to be expressed at relatively compa-
rable levels in hES cells, differentiated cells, and adult
brain tissue (FigAE), suggesting that they may be in-
volved in general cellular function.

To determine potential correlation of mRNA expres-
sion and miRNA expression, the data generated from this
study were combined with data reported in an earlier
study, including several hES cells lines and hEC lines
(48), and modeled for cross-correlation. We reasoned that
miRNAs and mRNAs that are coordinately regulated
or mRNAs that are targeted for destruction by specific
miRNAs ought to exhibit distinct patterns of correlated
levels over specific cell types or conditions. Therefore,
we modeled the data to examine these correlations most
appropriately.

A linear model was fit to the log-expression profile of
each mRNA or miRNA, where additive effects for each
experiment group were estimated via least squares. Un-
differentiated hES cells lines (HUES9, HUES20,
HUES22, BGOVl, CyT25, and CyT203) comprised the
baseline group, whereas differentiated CyT25 and dif-
ferentiated CyT203 comprised two separate groups. Fi-
nally, Ntera2 and 2102Ep formed the last two groups, for
a total of five groups. An F-test was used to select dif-
ferentially expressed genes (that differ between at least
two of the biological groups). The p values were adjusted
for multiple comparisons using the Benjamini-Hochberg
method at 5% FDR, resulting in 55 miRNAs and 2,678
mRNAs. The miRNA/mRNA data were jointly examined
by computing pairwise correlations between the esti-

Ese Diff Adult tissue Known function

High Low Absent Present in hES cells and EC (16)
High Low Lower Inhibits erythroblast formation;

Antiapoptotic factor (72, 73)
High Low High Present in MEFINIH3T3,; Promotes

adipocyte diff (15, 36)
Low Higher Low Reported in single mESC (17)
Same Same Same General Cellular Function (?)
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miR200c, 371, 372, 302a, 320d
miR373, 302c, 21, 222, 296, 494, 367

miR17M, 92, 93
miRl6, 134, 145, 30a_5p



mated additive effect profiles (results shown in Supple-
mentary Table 4, accessible at http://cord.rutgers.edu/ap-
pendixiSupplemental_Table_ 4.xls). A heat map depict-
ing the cross-correlation of the entire set of significant
genes is shown in Supplementary Fig. 1 (accessible at
http://cord .rutgers.edu/appendix/S upplemental_Figure 1.
pdt). Although the number of genes depicted makes it
impossible to label specific mRNAs, it is clear that iden-
tifiable clusters of mRNAs and miRNA emerge from the
analysis as regions of positive correlations (red) and neg-
ative correlations (green). Perhaps these relationships
will be simpler to examine if we focus on an under-
standable subset of the significant mRNAs.

Using a list of pluripotency, germ line-specific, and
general differentiation markers (54), we selected 40 genes
from the significant mRNA list and redrew the heat map
using correlations to all 55 miRNAs (Fig. 5). Again, clear
patterns of positive and negative correlations were iden-
tified (red and green regions, respectively). Using this
cross-clustering technique, mRNAs are clustered ac-
cording to their cell-specific expression pattern (54)
nearly perfectly (see the color coding to the left of the
heat map in Fig. 5). Similarly, miRNAs are divided into
two major clusters. Within these groups, polycistronic
family members are clustered together, miRNAs derived
from the same hairpin precursor cluster together, and the
ES-specific miR-302 family is both positively correlated
with ES-specific mRNA markers and negatively corre-
lated with EB mRNA markers.

If expression correlations imply the possibility of a
functional interaction, we might predict that miRNAs
within clusters of negative correlation (red) should have
a preponderance of predicted mRNA targets. Using the
target predictions from the RNA22 algorithm (53), we do
not see a clear prevalence of targets corresponding to re-
gions of negative correlations. Some target predictions
support roles for previously described stem-specific
miRNAs. For example, the ES-specific miR-302 family
(15,16) is relatively devoid of predicted targets, consis-
tent with a role in suppressing mRNAs that are not pres-
ent or not regulated in these conditions. The miR-302
family, among several other significantly regulated
miRNAs, is predicted to target the mRNA encoding
laminin (LAMC!). Laminin expression and binding to
integrin is important for cell-cell interactions during EB
formation (58,59), so expression of laminin ought to be
repressed in a stem cell and should be tightly regulated.
However, other than select cases such as laminin, there
is no overall association of negative correlation with tar-
get prediction. Our results, therefore, are consistent with
the conclusion that negative correlations of miRNA and
mRNA do not directly predict functional targeting, but
may identify valuable targeting predictions worth inves-
tigating further.

Here we have used a combination of NCode™ miRNA
array and quantitative PCR to identify and validate
miRNAs differentially expressed between multiple cell
states. The identified miRNA markers were quantita-
tively measured in five independent hES cells lines us-
ing quantitative RT-PCR.

On the basis of the expression pattern in ES cells, dif-
ferentiated cells, and adult brain, three main groups of
differentially expressed miRNAs were identified. Group
one miRNA (Fig. 4A,B, similar to cluster 4 in Fig. 5) are
expressed at relatively high copy number in hES cells
and then seem to be down-regulated during differentia-
tion. These miRNAs represent good candidates for mark-
ers of pluripotency and potentially negative regulators of
gene expression that may play a role in restricting dif-
ferentiation of hES cells. Indeed, they positively cross-
correlate with Oct-4 (POU5Fl), Rexl (ZFP42), and
TDGFl, which may also be considered to be markers of
pluripotency. Group two miRNAs (Fig. 4C, also cluster
3 in Fig. 5) are expressed at intermediate levels in hES
cells and significantly increase in copy number during
differentiation. The expression level of these miRNAs is
relatively low in the representative adult control tissue
when compared to differentiating cells. This group pos-
itively correlates with two Hox family members, CDX2
and HOXAll, which may be transiently expressed dur-
ing early differentiation and reduced afterward. Finding
similarities between the copy number and the intermedi-
ate differentiation state allows one to speculate that these
molecules could represent a class of miRNAs that act to
regulate differentiation of cells to one or more of the three
embryonic lineages. Group three miRNAs (Fig. 4C) de-
creased after differentiation but do not seem to be specif-
ically associated with the ES cell state because they are
also expressed at significant levels in adult tissue.

Regulation of gene expression by miRNA is clearly a
complex process, as indicated by the ability of an indi-
vidual miRNA candidate to regulate several mRNA tar-
gets (60) or several miRNAs able to regulate a single
mRNA (61). The mechanism of miRNA-mediated mRNA
regulation itself might be either by inhibition of transcrip-
tion due to chromatin modification, DNA methylation or
direct translational inhibition of the mRNA (62--65). The
latter can be due to repression or cleavage of target
mRNA whereby the extent of base pairing between the
miRNA and the mRNA determines the balance between
cleavage and degradation of the transcript (66,67). Con-
sidering this complexity, it is difficult to identify func-
tionally relevant gene targets for candidate miRNAs. De-
spite the identification of several miRNAs in specific cell
types and sequence-based prediction of possible regula-
tory targets (61,68-70), verification of specific activity



FIG. 5. Cross-correlation heat map of selected mRNA and miRNA expression patterns. A cross-correlation table (Supplemen-
tary Table 4, accessible at http://cord.rutgers.edu/appendix/Supplemental_Table_ 4.xds) was constructed for all 2,678 selected
mRNAs and 55 miRNAs and expressed as a heatmap (Supplementary Fig. 1, accessible at http://cord.rutgers.edu/appendix/Supp_
Figure_1.pdf). Here, a subset of mRNAs specific for pluripotency, germ-line-specific, and general differentiation markers was
selected and used to construct a heat map, colored by the Pearson correlation coefficient (R-value; see color key, inset). Specific
mRNAs were color coded (left) as being ES-specific (yellow) or EB-specific (blue) on the basis of previous studies (54). Target
predictions computed using the RNA22 algorithm (53) are identified by drawing a box around the correlation cell at the inter-
section of the miRNA and the predicted mRNA target.

has been difficult because there are many potential tar-
gets for each candidate miRNA. For example, miR-200c,
which is expressed at high levels in hES cells, has 567
gene targets predicted by RNA22 (53). Of those present
among the Illumina probe set, 33% were reliably detected
in all hES cell samples, suggesting the presence of both
the miRNA and the predicted targets, thus providing the
possibility of interaction. However, this analysis focused
on only one miRNA and one condition. If we expand our
view, we can group miRNAs through their association
with many mRNAs under multiple conditions more
specifically, analogous to the concept of "biclustering"
(71). In our method, correlation of an mRNA to each

miRNA expression level is used as a "condition" to help
reveal associations between mRNAs. The inverse is ap-
plied to miRNAs as well. Therefore, cross-correlation
clustering presents interpretable lists of miRNAs and as-
sociated mRNAs that may be hypothesized to interact
through specific mechanisms. Such is the case in Fig. 5,
where mRNAs indicative of pluripotency are negatively
associated with miRNAs predicted to target these mR-
NAs, and positively associated with miRNAs predicted
to regulate other genes coordinately. This view of the
data, while somewhat superficial, provides the initial im-
petus toward a systems analysis to recognize the role of
miRNAs in stem cell differentiation.

http://cord.rutgers.edu/appendix/Supplemental_Table_
http://cord.rutgers.edu/appendix/Supp_


In conclusion, miRNA analysis represents a relatively
new tool for cell line profiling and discovery of putative
regulatory molecules. In addition, it provides a method
to study and dissect the epigenetic regulation mechanisms
involved in maintenance and differentiation of hES cells.
Such an insight is essential in developing methods either
to maintain cells in their pluripotent undifferentiated state
or to differentiate them efficiently into a desired lineage.
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